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A COLLECTION OF WORDS FOR
TEACHERS WHO WANT TO BREAK THE
READING FAILURE SYNDROME
By Jerry Jennings
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I'm trapped by school
The walls of failure are closing in on me
I can't read like everyone else
I need to survive
I need to walk and not crawl
I need to save face and keep my "failure secret" from view
Avoiding the quicksand of reading
Creating distractions - keeping the focus off my weakness
Unwilling to risk again the fruitless pain of trying to learn
Confused - Embarrassed - Fearful
I must negotiate the "mine field" called school
I must survive even if I'm not a student
Questioning my ability
Questioning my self worth
Putting my effort into keeping my head above the
"flood line" of failure
Not wanting to be an unable or nonreader
Not wanting to be humiliated
Not wanting school to be painful
Wanting self respect
Wanting a chance to be productive
Wanting to be unburdened
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Where are the answers
Where can the failure syndrome be broken
Where can the ability to read be uncovered
Jerry Jennings, Principal
Mars and Sylvester Elementaries
Berrien Springs, Michigan

SCHOOL is the only answer
Teachers are school
Teachers hold the answers

Teachers who believe the learner can learn
Teachers who know what reading is
Teachers who commit themselves to uncovering a student's ability to connect
with the meaning in books
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Success comes when the learner believes in his ability
Success comes when the learner is willing to put forth effort
Success comes when the learner knows the risk of reading is worth taking
Teachers know that the learner does not want to risk failure anymore
Teachers offer direct, strategic instruction and good books to read
Teachers offer caring relationships
Teachers know it's the learner's effort that must be mobilized
Teachers know they must offer a useful plan for success
Teachers know learners must see themselves as book reading students
Students must know they are able
Students must know their effort can be fruitful
Students must know how to become a reader
Teachers break the failure syndrome by teaching how to use " fix-up"
strategies when reading
Teachers break the failure syndrome by teaching when to use which strategy
Teachers break the failure syndrome by teaching why a given strategy will be helpful
As the student learns how to read strategically he must be reading
Reading for pleasure and for school purposes
Reading to learn and learning to celebrate reading
Teachers know that a failing reader must be viewed as an individual
Teachers know what strategies to teach to each individual failing reader
Teachers know they cannot risk misleadin.g the failing learner - he must be applying his strategies
in books
Precise instruction
Tangible committed relationship
Concrete beliefs about the presence of ability
These are our answers
These ore our tools
These are our challenges
We need to push back the "vice like " walls of failure
We need to believe in our own ability as decisive teachers
We need to believe that by mobilizing our effort we can "spring " our learners loose from the trap
of reading failure
We must study and learn
We must take risks and act on our professional knowledge
We must be willing to grow as instructional professionals
Without our teaching, learners will not see themselves as readers
Without our service, doors will be closed
Without our commitment, "secrets" will be painfully carried
OUR CHALLENGE IS CLEAR
OUR POTENCY IS EVIDENT
WE CAN BREAK THE READING FAILURE SYNDROME
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